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About This Game

New code for a new mode upon completing Rosenkreuzstilette Grollschwert.

Easy Mode added to the game (if you love retro games, you'll know the code already).

Added a special stage for Schwer-Muta, needs a special code to active.

All new codes need to be inputted during the Introduction Screen.

Please note that some of the codes/modes will disable the Replay function.

Acheivements!

Rosenkreuzstilette is an action-platformer game in which you step into the shoes of Spiritia Rosenberg, a virtuous young woman
caught on the wrong side of a revolution instigated by her closest friends. Each of the game's seventeen stages is filled with

treacherous terrain and swarms of enemies ready to make quick work of our plucky young heroine. Guide Spiritia safely to the
boss at the end of each stage and use all of the abilities at your disposal to knock some sense into them.
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Upon defeating a boss for the first time, Spiritia may acquire a new magical ability or two. There are plenty of unique abilities
scattered throughout the game, and some of them can make particularly troublesome areas much easier to navigate. Each boss is
especially vulnerable to certain abilities, so learning to pinpoint and exploit these weaknesses is bound to make defeating them a

lot less painful (for you, not them).

Having recently completed a six-month-long teaching assignment for the Holy Empire, Spiritia Rosenberg was anxious to return
home to her friends and get some well-deserved rest.

Unfortunately, her homecoming would not be the warm welcome she had expected. As Spiritia returned to the Imperial
Training Grounds, a monstrous dragon appeared and whisked away her student Iris, the daughter of the esteemed Count Michael

Zeppelin. Moments later, flames engulfed the training grounds and its surroundings, ruthlessly consuming everything in their
wake. With no time to lose, Spiritia and her fairy companion Lilli rushed into the burning forest in pursuit.

Making her way through the roaring flames, Spiritia was overjoyed to find her best friend, the cool and collected Freudia
Neuwahl, already on the scene. However, her joy quickly turned to horror as she learned the identity of the arsonists; her own

organization of magicians, Rosenkreuzstilette, with Freudia herself leading the assault.

Freudia informed Spiritia of the unit's decision to rise against the injustices fostered by the Empire, inviting her to rejoin their
comrades as they declared war on mankind. Not one to tolerate the suffering of innocents, Spiritia refused - and vowed to stop

her comrades from making a senseless and deadly mistake.

Join Spiritia in her quest to stop Rosenkreuzstilette, a company of rogue magicians led by Count Zeppelin himself. A squad
composed entirely of Spiritia's dearest friends...

- Our Heroines
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- The Blades of the Rose Cross (Rosenkreuzstilette)
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A digital manual containing all of the information below (and more) can be found in the game's installation folder.

Story Mode
The complete Rosenkreuzstilette experience, featuring in-engine cutscenes and dialogue. If this is your first time
experiencing the world of Rosenkreuzstilette, this is where you'll want to begin.

Arcade Mode
For those who would rather skip the chatter and dive right into the action, this mode automatically skips dialogue so you
don't need to mash the Confirm button. Press the Start button at any time to skip the current cutscene.

Bonus Mode
Once certain conditions have been met, a special bonus game will be unlocked, allowing you to take control of a certain
character...
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1. Vitality Gauge
Depletes as Spiritia takes damage from enemy attacks and environmental hazards. Spiritia dies if her vitality reaches
zero.

2. Mana Gauge
Depletes as Spiritia uses her magical abilities.

3. Extra Lives
Spiritia loses a life every time her vitality is depleted or she comes into contact with a lethal obstacle.

4. Cross Tanks
Spiritia's vitality is fully restored whenever she drinks the elixir stored in these canisters.
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The following hotkeys allow you to configure game settings at any time. These settings can also be configured via the Options
Menu.

Escape: Return to the [erka:es] logo screen.

Alt + F4: Quit the game and return to Windows.

Alt + Enter: Toggle whether the game occupies the entire screen or a resizable window.

F1: Show / hide the current framerate.

F2: Enable / disable subtitles for voiced dialogue.

F3: Toggle whether the game pauses or continues to run whenever the game window is out-of-focus (Windowed Mode
only).

F4: Enable / disable the lock on the game window's resizable border (Windowed Mode only).

F5: Adjust the game window's size and magnification level (Windowed Mode only).

F9: Raise the volume of all music, voices, and sound effects to 100%.

F10: Lower the volume of all music, voices, and sound effects to 0%.

F11: Adjust the game display's refresh rate.

Insert: Raise the volume of background music.

Delete: Lower the volume of background music.

Home: Raise the volume of sound effects.

End: Lower the volume of sound effects.

Page Up: Raise the volume of character voices.

Page Down: Lower the volume of character voices.
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Every time you defeat a boss or lose all of your Extra Lives, a password recording your current progress will be displayed. Be
sure to write this password down in case you need to quit your game for any reason. If you're feeling lazy, press the F12 key to

save a screenshot of your password to the game's "screenshot" subfolder.

Think of replays as video recordings of your game sessions that play within the game itself. If you are having trouble with a
particular stage or boss, studying a replay can help you recognize different ways of approaching a situation and allow you to

figure out enemy attack patterns. You can also use replays to share particularly impressive playthroughs with your friends or to
point out the locations of the many secrets hidden throughout the world of Rosenkreuzstilette.

To save a replay, select “Save Replay & Quit” from the Password Screen that appears after a Game Over or completing a stage.
Alternatively, you can press the Pause button and select “Save Replay & Quit” from the Pause Menu to save a replay at any

time. Selecting this option will end the current game and display the Save Replay Menu. This menu will appear automatically
after you have completed the final stage, allowing you to save a replay of the entire game. Select an empty slot and you will be
prompted to enter a name of up to 8 characters long. Once you have entered your name, select “Save” and your replay will be

saved for posterity.
Replay files are saved to the game's "replay" subfolder and are automatically named in sequential order ("rks001.rpy",

"rks002.rpy", "rks003.rpy", and so on).
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Title: Rosenkreuzstilette
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
[erka:es], Darksquid Media
Publisher:
AGM PLAYISM
Franchise:
Rosenkreuzstilette, PLAYISM
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2017
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Not as good as Black ops 2, but not as bad as Infinite Warfare.. By far the single worst racing game I have ever played.

The physics are so bad it's laughable.

The controls are inconsistent and offten the car will just randomly dive to one side or the other, often right as you are
approaching traffic.

AI cars go right through the traffic like it's not even there so if you are drafting you suddenly find yourself face to face with an
oncoming car that the AI driver just passed through.

Prizes are not in line with costs of upgrades and opponent cars are always faster off the line no matter how much you upgrade.

I found myself having to resort to using the pit manoeuvre to spin opponents out to get past them.

Unless the devs put some serious work into fixing the issues it's not worth playing.

Seriously do not waste your money on this POS game it is just not worth the pricetag they have on it, I would disapointed even
paying 1.99 for this game.. Holy mother of god this is the most boring game I have ever played.

Seriously, like the first hour or so was fun and the artwork is cute.

But my god what was really about 2.5 hours felt like a ♥♥♥♥ing eternity and a half.

At the end of the game I found myself begging for the character to die and wishing that her shotgun could reach through the
screen and kill me.

In all seriousness, the game was far too slow paced for my taste and although the plot was interesting, the game mechanics were
far underused and by the time they were essentially removed from the game, I hadn't even been able to figure out how they
function entirely. For a slow paced game, the days and trader moved far too fast for such a slow character and I ended up
missing most of the only actual dialogue in the game.

I think this dev has a lot of potential, but they focus far too much on being simplistic and artsy than on creating a game that
people will actually want to play.. This is definitely an epoch-making VR game, which is the Arizona sunshine of the Three
Kingdoms edition.
I like it very much, I hope you do not give up!. Pretty cool. The level design was amazing. There was so much detail and it all
looked great. SDE takes away a lot of details at long distances though (but that's gen 1 hardware). Unfortunately they catered to
the lowest common denominator in VR which is the rift without touch so you don't have hands. They could have spent a little
extra time with motion controllers and made things grabbable and it would've been a lot more fun. I'm not event sure it was fun
but it was really nice to look at and free so I'd still recommend it. Glad to see AAA quality stuff in VR and I can't wait for a full
Deus Ex VR game.. Early 2000 city builder with pretty graphics for it's time. It' relatively easy & makes it personable to be able
to see the peasants up close & see what everyone is doing throughout the day. It's not for serious play, but I'd say some challenge
with room for creativity & strategy is loose here. Definitley passes the time & the challenges are fun. So nostalgic. If you enjoy
egypt or have relatively young family members interested in Ancient Egpyt or starter city-building games, I'd try to convince
you on this! Cheap, visually nice to look at (except extremely zoomed in, kinda blocky bc of early graphics), & not too much of
a chore or work. After a while the city is just nice to scroll around & see your work.. Overall, this is a solid building game with
some nice graphics, music and sound effects, along with solid gameplay.
I'd give it a solid 8\/10.
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Ever since the Warcraft 3 Tower Defense community died out it's been hard finding a solid tower defense game with an
emphasis on strategy, they are usually very straightforward and don't require much thinking. Shepherds of the Abyss on the
other hand has delivered everything I have been looking for in a TD and more. While many games have abilities of some sort,
they never really feel genuine, it feels like they were tossed in last minute before release, whereas in SotA you make up your
own "army" consisting of some default creeps and your own Shepherds, these Shepherds all have special abilities much like
DOTA\/LoL and truly feel like they have their place. Items is also something SotA has done very well, you can buy items for
your Sheps, some are active and some are passive bonuses, and they all feel very in-touch with the game.

But the part where SotA really shines as a bright star above all other Tower Defense games is in its mazing. The martial art of
making your enemies walk the longest, most tedious path, through tight corridors of flame spitting towers and axe slinging
statues. No competitor even comes close in this aspect of the game, some lets you block one route so the creeps will take maybe
10% longer to finish their run, in SotA you can make them walk five, if not ten times longer. And yet it never gets into a
repetitive pattern.

SotA is tower defense taken back to its roots.. Although not the worst point-and-click games out there, I did not find it fun to
play. I found that i struggled locating items or would be at a loss for where to head next. While other times its was painfully easy
to know what was next. The puzzles where challenging and I did like how the final boss battle happened.
5/10
maybe buy on sale if you are really into point-n-clicks. Le SICK! :D gotta get it. NO...controller...support?!
NO graphics options.
NO FUN.

PASS!. Little dated but this game is pretty fun for a cheapy.. A pretty okay game that gets sank by deciding that racism and
sexism are a good stand-in for actually having to write jokes worth half a damn.. Not much to be said. It's just a fun little time
wasting indie game that is cheap and worth the money. I am a huge fan of the three HexCells game and I think they are the best
Puzzle games I have ever played. I also enjoyed SquareCells although it was much too easy.

This is a very different type to the previous game. I see it more as a Sodoku/Cross word puzzle type. There is less logic, but
more a lot of calculations to find out what is possible and what not. I liked it, but I didn't like it as much as the HexCells ones.

Still, compared to other puzzle games, this one is really great. And I still got a wonderful feeling of victory once I solved a level.

A note: The level layout is very confusing and I played in the wrong order and so had super easy next to super hard levels.
Levels are not in one block ordered, but over both blocks. If you don't play the whole full line, you will miss out on some basic
training levels.

In short, recommended if you like puzzle games.. I initially picked this up as a way to tempt a player with the promise of
unknown powers. I know that it was effective in creating a lot of interest and gaining a spell not commonly available turned out
to be one of those rewards that make your players feel a bit more unique and special (if not more powerful).

New spells can easily be added in as a reward for any of your spell casters, making the discovery of tomes and scrolls once again
of great interest. Finally, you could equip enemy casters with an array of unexpects spells, or use these to help fill in the void
when building a caster that uses a particular flavor of spells.

All in all, it is well written, has a great deal of content, and I have already found it to be very handy indeed - highly
recommended.
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